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Choices and drop-down menus

Use a list of pairs (key, value)
to define enumerations

Serialization of the field introduces
a drop-down menu in the

Browsable API and in the admin site



  

Computed (read-only) fields

Field or property
in the model

(source is available also
in other field types)Fields can be computed

by a serializer get_ method

Suggested way: declare a property
in the model and use it as any other field



  

Computed fields in the response

They are read-only,
so they cannot be part of the request



  

Implicit fields
(eg. get user from request)

Every user should be able
to modify only their theme



  

Use a hidden field
an give value by defining a dataclass

Suggested way



  

Define a custom field
(in the Browsable API
show that the provided

value is ignored)

A bit hugly!



  

Validation involving multiple fields

Add them in a method

Call that method
before saving the instance



  

Patch requests methods

As we did for builtins.input,
use side_effect to provide
returned values of calls to

requests.get and requests.post

Add everything you need
to a mock object

If you want to mock a method of
a mock object, add an attribute
with the name of the method

and specify the returned value
by assigning return_value



  

Return a list of objects and
check that the app is doing is job

by printing those objects as expected



  

Patch post requests by returing
the expected response

(actually, a mock, because we don’t want
to really create a response object)

If there are two object when the app starts,
there must be three objects after adding one object

Simulate creation of new object
to trigger requests.post

Check that the expected
requests are triggered



  

Questions
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